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ALWAYS REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST
ANOTHER SAFETY ITEM

NEVER WALK ON CHAIN CONVEYOR COVERS
INITIAL INSPECTION

LISTEN TO THE CONVEYOR WHILE IN OPERATION. WALK THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE CONVEYOR WHILE IN OPERATION. PLACE YOUR HAND ON THE CONVEYOR WHILE WALKING AND FEEL FOR ANY VIBRATIONS OR ABNORMAL MOVEMENT.
WHAT ARE YOU LISTENING/LOOKING FOR?

• IS THERE ANY BANGING, THUMPING, OR KNOCKING
• ARE THERE ANY NOISES NOTICEABLE AT ANY CONNECTION POINTS
• ARE THERE ANY NOTICEABLE SQUEALING NOISES
• ARE THE RETURN RAILS AND WEAR BARS IN GOOD CONDITION
• ARE THERE ANY WEAR SPOTS/HOLES IN LINERS OR HOUSING VISIBLE
• IS THERE ANY NOTICEABLE CORROSION ON THE CONVEYOR
• ARE THE COVERS ALL SEALED AND SECURE
• IS THE PRODUCT FEEDING INTO THE CONVEYOR AS IT SHOULD
• IS THE CONVEYOR DISCHARGING FROM THE CONVEYOR AS IT SHOULD
CHAIN TENSION

CHECK THE CONVEYOR CHAIN TENSION BY OBSERVING THE HEAD SPROCKET AREA WHILE THE CONVEYOR IS IN OPERATION
CONVEYOR HEAD, SPROCKET AND HEAD SHAFT

A HOOK IN THE FACE OF A SPROCKET TOOTH PROFILE IS A NORMAL CONDITION THAT OCCURS OVER TIME DUE TO CHAIN BARREL WEAR ON THE TOOTH FACE.

• LESS THAN 1/8" GOOD
• 1/8" TO 3/8" HOOK FAIR
• OVER 3/8" HOOK POOR
CONVEYOR HEAD, SPROCKET AND HEAD SHAFT (CONT.)

- Is head shaft perpendicular to the conveyor housing
- Is the head sprocket tight on the head shaft
- Any visible unusual conditions
- Are relief door and/or plug switch operational
CONVEYOR TAIL, SPROCKET AND HEAD SHAFT

• SAME AS HEAD EXCEPT:
• IS THE CHAIN TAKE UP FREE TO MOVE
• HOW MUCH CHAIN TAKE UP IS LEFT
• IS THE TAIL SHAFT SPEED MONITOR OPERATING CORRECTLY
CHECKING CHAIN FLIGHTS, PINS AND BARRELS

- Are any flights bent or damaged?
- Has the cause of the damage been determined and corrected?
- Measure a 5’ or 10’ section of chain (if chain has stretched 5% or more, it needs replacing).
- Do the chain barrels show excessive wear, cuts, grooves or flat spots?
- Does the chain show any sign of corrosion?
REPLACING CHAIN OR TAKING OUT LINKS

• TYPICALLY DONE BY USING SLEDGE HAMMERS WHICH CAN BE DANGEROUS

• THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE
CHECK CONVEYOR DRIVE UNIT

- Are the reducer and slide base bolts tight and the drive unit shaft square with the conveyor drive shaft
- Is the reducer temperature hot to the touch
- Is the motor temperature hot to the touch
- Is the reducer oil level correct
- Are the guards in good operating condition
- Is the motor running quietly
- Are the belts and sheaves in good condition
QUESTIONS